Coastal Cruising Vessel
“The Southstar37
cleverly combines traditional
styling and a certain
degree of minimalism,
yet has been injected with
the benefits of some of the
latest technologies.”
CLUB MARINE MAGAZINE

A timeless but eyecatching design, combining high-tech composite
construction with varnished timber and classic lines. Southstar37
offers excellent interior volume that gives spacious living for
couples and their guests, or for a family, and a layout that
encourages easy, relaxed socialising, with flexible spaces, and
excellent visibility.
The versatility of using outboard, inboard diesel through shaft
drive, stern-leg or jet powered options allow each owners personal
requirements to be met while maintaining peak performance.
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Coastal Cruising Vessel

GENERAL PARTICULARS
DESIGNER

Salthouse Boatbuilders Ltd

LENGTH (L.O.A.)

11.15 m

BEAM

3.91 m

DISP
CONSTRUCTION

7000 kg
Epoxy composite
Foam core in topsides

FUEL CAPACITY

1000 ltr

WATER CAPACITY

600 ltr

ENGINE

225 hp
Other engine options available.
13–25 knots *
17–30 knots *

CRUISE SPEED
MAX SPEED

*depending on engine choice

Out on the water, the Southstar37 is certainly set
apart from anything else and appeals to those with a
discerning eye for classic style, while still managing
to have an injection of modern technology both inside
and out. The Southstar37 offers excellent interior volume that
gives spacious living and a layout that encourages easy, relaxed
socialising, with flexible spaces, and excellent visibility.
The economy and performance of the boats has been tested not
only in New Zealand waters but as far afield as Germany and the
Mediterranean, where each owner has found total satisfaction with
their own choice of powering method. From traditional Yanmar
diesel shaft drive, Yamaha 350 V8 outboard, 480hp jet engine,
to Volvo 400hp with stern-leg, all achieve great results with this
versatile hull design.
For those who desire the luxury of customizing the interior layout
of their boats, the Southstar37 offers an abundance of space and
options not often found in a boat of this size.
Designed and built by Salthouse Boatbuilders the Southstar37 is
the yards flagship power boat and carries with it the culmination of
60 years of knowledge and experience with a passion and pride for
building quality designs that last the test of time.
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For enquiries on price and more detailed
specifications, contact Greg Salthouse
email greg@salthouseboats.com
tel
+64 9 413 9021
mob +64 21 412 432
www.salthouseboats.com

